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'SUDJs spin

Lights Out?

Underground

The energy crisis and SU
NICHOLASROMERO
Spectator Reporter

BARANSKI
r*News Editor

o

Breakdancers spun around just
likethe
records thatSeattleUniverQ
j sity DJsmixed lastThursdaynight.
SEAC summoned DJs, breakers
ft
andtaggers to dance thenight away
under the distortion of black lighting in the lowerSUB.
White Christmas lights dangled
from the guard railleading spectators to the underground party.
Plywood tagged withspray paint
added to the subculture environment oftheDJsunderground show.
Attendance peaked at 120 people
with a constant flow of students
throughout the night.
"It'sa one of a kind event," Will
Smith, SEAC's Vice President of
Operations said.
SEAC members could be seen
hanging lights and clearing away
furniture hours before the show.
Withthe help ofsponsors,SEAC
wasn'tburdened withhighcosts for
hosting the show.
The Redbullcompanysponsored

the event, which showcased Circle
of Fire, alocally basedprofessional
breakdancing group.
Redbull also gave out six $10

certificates as door prizes to students.
Four ofthe six DJs were SU students. They started spinning at 8
p.m. and ended past midnight, the
target time for the finale.
Sophomore Patrick Ramos,
started breakdancing,and thecrowd
followedhislead.He thought some
of the music was good and some
was bad.
thought itwould
"It'sbetterthanI
be. I'm pretty impressed about it,"
Ramos said.

.

Seniors CarrieCortes andCheryl
Leungboth want to see something
like this event again in the future.
"Thebreakdancers were wicked,
awesome. I'm glad SU finally had
an event like this," Cortes said.
SEAC will host a comedy night
featuring Troy Thurdgill in the upper SUB comeFeb. 22.
Information about SEAC's upcoming events, like Battle of the
Bands, will be posted around campus orin the weekly calendar ofthe
News section of The Spectator.
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raise service to the consumer. Unfortunately, the opposite effect has
occurred. Energy companies such

Seattle University is beginning as Southern CaliforniaEdison and
Pacific Gas and Electric Company
sold their energy on the open marattle City Council approved inNo- ket anddepleted their supply. Bevember.The increase has cost the cause demand for energy washigh,
prices were raised dramatically.
university thousands of dollars.
Media coverage of the energy When California experienceda dry
crisishas focused onCalifornia and and hot summer, an energy crisis
Seattle home owners,butSUisalso was born. That is whenother states
beingaffected by the risingrates in wereasked to help California.
Other students see the crisis
Seattle.
"This is a short-termresponse to California as an unfortunate hit fo
high power costs," Heidi Wills, the city of Seattle.
"Ithink its stupid that wehave t
chair of the CityCouncil's Energy
5e11
energy to California," Da
Policy
andEnvironmental
Committee, said in a Nov. 6, 2000 press Petersen, a sophomore humanitie
to feel the full effects of a 10 percent electric rate increase the Se-

AMY JENNIGES / MANAGING EDITOR

Seattle University's artistinresidence, RogerA.Bogersstands infront
of Ex Libris an original print he crafted by carving woodblocks.
Bogers' exhibit,Xylography,openedon campus in the Kinsey Gallery
last Tuesday. It runsthrough February, 28. See SU Briefly on page 3.

Readers Writing
Series kicks off
BROOKE KEMPNER
Lead Story Editor
The Readers Writing Series
kicked offlast Thursday with the
poems of local writer Edward
Harkness. Over150people filled
the Pigott auditorium to hear poems read by the author and ask
him questions. Harkness read
poems from some of the many
chapbook s hehas publishedover
the past 25 years and from his
first full-length book, Saying the
Necessary, published last year.
Harkness began writing in his
northSeattlehighschool,inspired
by hearing his teachers read poems.
"There was something magic
abouthavinga teacherreadaloud,
Harkness said. "Itjuststuck with
me."
The special effect that poetry
had on Harkness' ears spurred
him topursue study withanother
local poet, Richard Hugo.
Harkness wenttoa readingonthe
University of Washington campus in the early 70s, and after-
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ward knew he had to meet him
and go where he taught.
"It was one of themore powerful experiences of my life. Iremember my hair standing up on
theback of my neck hearinghim
read."
Hugo was a professor at the
University of Montana, so that's
whereHarkness went.Heentered
thecreative writinggraduate program andcameout withaMasters
of Fine Arts in Poetry, having
studied with Hugo.
For Harkness, the process he
enjoysmost is the actual creation
of words onpaper.
"I enjoy the pleasure of it, of
putting words down that please

See Poetry on page 3

BROOKE KEMPNER / LEAD STORY EDITOR

Ed Harkness was the first of the

writers that the creative writing
department isbringingtocampus.

...

release. "Fortunately, we have a
long-termstrategy in p\ace that-wrtY

make this increase temporary."
SU is spending much more on
energybillsthanoriginallyplanned
for this year. The university has
already spent nearly $20,000 more
than expected for this school year.
Bob Fenn, Director of Facilities

and fine artsmajor, said."We hay
enoughprob\ems."
Fenn also stated thatlife aroun
campus involvingthe use ofenerg
may be slightly tweaked. Effort
have alreadybegun toconserve en
ergy atSU that moststudents don
notice. Fenn said SU has a lon
historyof conservingenergybeginning evenbefore the current crisis
began.
"Over the years wehave done a
lot of energy conservation at SU."
Fenn said. These efforts include
placing efficient toilets andshowersin the restrooms,replacing fluorescent lights with light tubes that
use less energy, even using only
two light tubes in a four light tube

Operations and Public Safety, said
thesecosts willeventually bepassed
ontoSU students.
"These kinds of things can impact tuition directly," Fenn said.
Students like Andy Byerley have
thought about the potential impact
for some time. Byerley, a senior
physics major, has been watching
the situation since the summer.
"I know its not good," Byerley outlet.
"We have probably savedabout
said. "Icould see prices inthe dorms
$350,000 a year." Fenn stated.
going up."
The proAccordbegan
cess
ing to the
Seattle City
Council,

electricity
prices have
risen for a
number of

reasons.
The classic

"These kinds of things
can impact tuition
"

directly,

bob Fenn, Director of

when the

university
was using
steam.

Through a
long pro-

economic
facilities operations
university
theory of
and safety
converted
supply
low
most energy
high
and
sources to
has
demand
dramatically impacted the prices natural gas. Later in the 90s, the
The dry weather season has left university onceagainchangedfrom
some reservoirs low and snowfall natural gas and becamea dominant
at a minimum. Deregulation of electrical consumer. Currently, SU
California's electric utility market purchases from Puget Sound
has also had significant effects on Energyand Seattle City Light.
The rate hike by Puget Sound
Seattle energy as wellas the energy
Energy willlikely cost SU anaddisupply around the country.
Thispast year theCalifornia state tional $270,000 per year. The curbudget is $765,000, raising the
governmentderegulatedthe wholecost for energy to $ 1.035 milsale power market. This was done
in an attempt to lower prices and
See Energy on page 2
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SECRITYREPORT
Mucha marijuana en

la casa
Monday

unknown male while walkingback
from the grocery store.Thesuspect

Double Team

bers reported that their vehicle had
beenbroken intobetween 5:30 and
7:00 p.m.in the Connolly Center
parking lot. The victims claimed
that their backpacks, books, wallets,pagersand one pair of glasses
were missing.

demandedthat thevictimhand over
his walletand flasheda knife.When
the victim refused,he was punched
inthechestbefore he wasable toget
away.The suspect is described as a
Hispanic male,15-20 yearsold,5'6"
and 160 pounds, wearing a dark
puffy coat and blue jeans with a
black beanie cap.

attempted Robbery

The Invisible Man

Wednesday 1-17-01

Two campus community mem-

I-15-01

A Bellarmine Hall RA notified

Campus Public Safety of marijuana
smoke coming from a resident's
room. When CPS arrived,a second
RA informed them thathe was gettingcomplaints fromthefloorabove
regarding the smoke. When questioned, the resident admitted that
the six people in the room had
smoked a pipe full of marijuana.
The incident has been referred to
the student conduct system.

Thursday

1-18-01
At 11:15 a.m., acampuscommunity member wasconfronted by an

Friday 1-19-01

At about 5 p.m., CPS wasalerted
ofa foot pursuit in progressinvolv-

ing the Seattle Police Department ketball shoes.
thathadmade its wayonto campus.
The suspect was seen heading east
That explains
in the area of the Pigott Building.
everything
CPS and SPD checked inside,but
couldn't find the suspect, who is Sunday 1-21-01
still at large.
CPS officers observed an individual diving through a dumpster
Searching for
outside ofXavierHallat 1230a.m.
Jordans
The suspect wasapproachedbyCPS
and SPD, and displayed to them a
Sunday 1-21-01
clothes hanger and some shredded
AConnollymemberreported that one dollar bills. The suspect told
hisbackpack wasstolenasheplayed authorities that he was a "reformed
basketball in the north gym. In the pay boxlooter."Theman was given
backpack was a cell phone, wallet a trespassing warning andescorted
and a pairof 'Jordan'signature bas- off of campus.

Energy: heat and electricity costs continue to rise
From page one
-lion.
a lot of stuff in the dorms to con- affect some of the services and acA few yearsago,SU sponsored a serve energy,"Sarah Herd,asopho- tivities for SUstudents.
campus-wide energy conservation more biology major, said.
Hehas looked into having occuweek.
>ancy lights
Residence
iround campus
luring night
halls competed
tours,meaning
withone other to
to
conserve the
he entire cammost energy.
>us would not
to
However, the
>c lit 24 hours
contest
was
tday.
dropped.
He says this
Sarah Herd, sophomorebiologymajor vould
Facilities Opallow
erations is conights to be off
sideringholding a similarcompetiShe mentioned dimming lights wucii nuueuia uhi t uround, but
tion around campus. Additionally, and turning downheat as possible wouldstill provide safety lighting

like tosee istheuse of empty classrooms by students.
buildings so that every building
He saysone or twostudentsusing
would not have to use energy.
an entireclassroom full of lights is
Fenn says often only one floor is wastefulwhenSUhas somanystudy
used in abuilding at night, but the areas around campus.
entire building mustbelit whilethe
Students like junior Derek
building is being used.
DiBel1io,anengineeringmajor, use
Fennalso started looking intothe the classroom in the evenings to
prospect of having the library and study because so many students alConnolly Center closed an extra ready use other designated study
one or twohours aday.
areas.
"Yeah,I
He says these buildings use an
like to studyhere [in the
incredible amount of energy, even administrationbuilding] becauseit
when they are not beingfully used. is quiet and nobody is around,"
A final policychangeFenn would Dißellio said.

should a person walk into the area.
Another potentialchange would

Tips
Conservation
"

"Iknow they're going be doing a lot

of stuff in the dorms

conserve

energy"

individualdorms are trying to help solutions.
out in the crisis.
Fenn has beenresearchingsome
doing
long-term
they'regoing
to
be
solutions that willdirectly
"Iknow

involve night classes. With help

MOW OWN

from the Registrar, Fenn hopes to
put all night classesintoone or two

"
"
"
"
"

TRY THE HEALTHY
ALTERNATIVE!

&&*

Turn off all lights when not being used.

Turn off all computer equipment when not in use.
Instead of leavingcopy machines insleep mode, turn them
completely off.
Minimize use ofelectrical equipment.
Keep doors and windows closedon cold days.

Reduce electricity use between the hours of 7 a.m. to 10 a.m.
and 4 p.m. to 9 p.m.

THIS YEARA LOT OF COLLEGE
SENIORS WILLBE GRADUATING
INTO DEBT.
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up toa$65,000 limit.

We cater to parties and meetings.
Fax or phone in your order.
Phone: (206) 328-2352
Fax: (206) 328-2385

Underthe Army's
Loan Repayment
program,you couldget
out from under with a
three-yearenlistment.
Each yearyou serve
onactive duty reduces
yourindebtednessbyonethird or $1,500, whicheveramountisgreater,

Theoffer applies to PerkinsIx)ans,Stafford Loans,
andcertainother federallyinsured loans, whichare not
indefault.
And debtreliefis justone ofthemany benefits
you'll earn from the Army. Ask your ArmyRecruiter.

806 12th Aye
Seattle WA 98122
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,206-324-3437

ARMY.BEwww.goarmy.com
ALL YOU CAN BE!
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Poetry: Local poets share the word

From page one

me ordelight me orjust coming up
with some new way of saying

something."
He likes publishing and reading
his work,but he says itis a different
sort of reward than the satisfaction
of writing.
Harkness wisheshehadmoretime
to write. Hehas taughtat Shoreline
CommunityCollegesince 1982. Althoughhe enjoys teaching,he feels
that it, along withall the other duties of life,makes it hard tositdown
and write.
"The frustrating part [of writing]
comes with that sort of nagging
sense that you don't have enough
time to give to your secret addiction."
Lack of time has not prevented
Harkness from publishing chap-

Northwest poets!

books and his book, Saying the
Necessary. He admitsgetting work
published is not easy, and that he
still gets rejected.
Problemswithgetting thingspublished are "sort of an occupational
hazard,"he said. "Youbuyinto this
idea that your going to live a life of
rejection.
"You don't really get used to it.
You hate it, but you live with it,"
Harkness said. "You just hope that
somewheresomebody likes something and they take it."
For buddingwriters and poetshe
offered these words of advice:
"Read everything in the world
and write your brains out. There's
no better way to learn."
See SUBrieflyfor morecoverageon the Writers Reading Series.

SU Briefly

Sam Green
Thursday Feb. 1
Pigott Auditorium
3:30 p.m. to4:30 p.m.

Poets Galore
AMY BARANSKI

Sherman Alexie

News Editor
Samuel Green is aman imprinted with words.
He said that words affect his soul.

Tuesday Feb.6
Pigott Auditorium
3:30 p.m. to 4:30 p.m.

"We're moved by the infinite opportunity for poems everyday,"
Green said.
Leaningback inhis office chair, Green bared his sole that read,
"Rockport," as his legs rested on his desk.
"Why dosome poemsget attention and notothers?" Greenmused.
He terms his writingprocess,"poetic triage."
Green, like a doctor, attends to the poems that are in critical
condition first.
"Ifinish the ones that yell the loudest," Green said.
As Seattle University's resident poet.Green teaches students not
to find the right words to use, but to find their voice in the infinite
arrangementof language.
"Ibelong to the students. Idon't haveanything else,"Green said.
"It willbe difficult to leave."

Melinda Mueller
Tuesday Feb 27
Pigott Auditorium
3:30p.m. to 4:30 p.m.

International Week
U-WEN LEE
Staff Reporter
When Januaryrollsaround,it traditionally signifies that theInternational Week and Dinner are here
once again.
This celebrated occasion is a
major part of the school calendar,
especially for the more than 700
international students currently enrolled at Seattle University.
The six day event, whichstarted
this past Monday, is spearheaded
by theInternationalStudentCenter.
They are hard at work to ensure
that this year's week can top the
success of previous years.
However, with the staffupheaval
at theISClast summer, itis the first

time that many of the officers and
student volunteers are organizing
this event.
This year's International Week
tookoff quietly at theCasey Atrium
with the International Student

Rusike said.
"I'm enjoying myself over here.
I've joined the choir because Ienjoysinging a lot," hesaidenthusiastically.
Tuesday's major highlight was
the Travel, Service and Study
Abroad Fair.
This twohour event in the Pigott
Atrium featured many booths
staffed byrepresentativesfromboth

I

Thursday

1/25

Fears and death
Jerry Piven discusses
death as source of human anxiety today in
Schafer Auditorium at
7:30 p.m.

Career Fair
Featuring internationaljobopportunities,

this fair startsat 10 a.m.

J^

Kinsey Gallery
AMY BARANSKI
News Editor
Xylography,the current exhibitinthe KinseyArt Gallery,opened
up last Tuesday andruns through Feb. 28.
The exhibitfeatures prints by woodcutting done by local artist,
Roger A. Bogers.
Empathy for the ancient Japanese traditionof woodcutting and
the Northwest permeate Bogers' work inits imagery andcraft. He
can even be spotted selling his work at PikePlaceMarket.
Bogers' signatureis areflectionofhis devotion to theNorthwest.
He designedit to looklike amountain when viewedright side up.
When seenupside down it resembles a pinebough, an icon of Vhe

—

Northwest.
"Thedesignof mysignaturerepresentsMt.Ramier where a tree
wouldgrow and that's whereIgetmy material," Bogersexplained.

Study Abroad

Simbarashe rusike of Zimbabwe

Friday

1/26

The Study Abroad Fair offered students a chance to learn how
they can study overseas,last Tuesday.
Theannual eventis sponsoredby theInternational Studies/Study

Additionally, Columbia Street
Cafe staff have been busy putting
together a gourmet menu featuring
delicacies from allaround theworld.
Disheslike Ginger TigerPrawns
from Vietnamand a Korean barbecuebeef dinnerare among themany
offeredin theColumbiaStreet Cafe.
Themain event of thetakes place
this Saturday.It is the 24th Annual
International Dinner in the Campion Ballroom.
Tickets are still on sale at the ISC
andC AC, at $8 for studentsand $10

Abroad Department.
A large crowdofstudents browsed throughpicture albums,maps
and collectibles from previous trips in the Pigott Atrium.
"Students often think that we won't have a program to fit their
needs,"Kateri Kondrat,oftheInternational Studies/StudiesAbroad
Department said. "But, wehave something for everyone."
SU sponsors over twenty study abroad programs of varying
intensity and purpose. Choices vary from studying in France to
earningPhilosophy credits in Italy.
'There are so many study abroad options available at SU,"
Kondratnoted. "Our whole ideais that if you have a dream about
going somewhere, we can make it happen."

for general admission.

(^ Saturday
\.

CHERYLFARRISH
StaffReporter

1/27

jI

Sunday

1/28

(

k.

Monday

1/29
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International
Dance the day
Mass
flmay
Dinner
Attend Mass at The
Feel like dancing?
Topics for this semiThis feast marks the Chapel of St. Ignatius.
narexplorewhat women finale of international There are twoMasses on Check out the ballroom
can do to get ahead fi- week. "Faces of the Sunday, one at 11 a.m. dance class at Seattle
nancially. Go to case World," is the theme, and one at 9 p.m.
Center's Center House
room 100 inPigott from Two dozen dishes will
11:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m.
noon to 1 p.m.
be served with live mv- """""""»""""
sicalentertainment.
Folk Dancing
Calendar Ideas
$8
Enjoy
Interfaith prayer
are
stua later date?
Tickets
for
Ifyouhave any events
Pray for peace in the dents $10 for general you wouldlike listed in Learnfolk dancing at the
Chapel of St. Ignatius admission.
thecalendar,contact77ie Seattle Center's Center
Women and

money

in the Pigott Atrium.
Ends at Ip.m.Call(206) From noon until 1 p.m.
296-6260 for more in- Call (206) 296-6260 for

formation.

will help educate them why they
shouldnot do such things,"Philpott
said.
The week continues with the
popular International Career Fair
today in the Pigott Atrium.
The traditional Interfaith Prayer
for Peace service at the Chapel of
St. Ignatius is another event sponsored by the ISC for this week.

"Right away Inoticed a difference in
the environment and the economy, and
Iwas not used to being part
" of a
minority over here.

SU and non-SU sponsored proSpeakout.
grams.
Dr. Jeff Philpott of the commuAn audience of 13 people listened as both international and lo- nication department explained to
cal students discussed their experi- students some advantagesofstudyences living abroad, away from abroad courses, namely in China,
friends and family.
Tibet and Nepal. The communicaSimbarashe Rusike, a freshman tion department will sponsor a trip
hailing from Zimbabwe, said he to Nepal for the first time this sumexperiencedculture shock whenhe mer.
first came to SU lastyear.
"We're embarking on a service
"Right away I noticed a differ- project which willhelpfightagainst
ence in the environment and the Nepalese girls selling themselves
economy, and I was not used to for slavery," Philpott said.
being part of a minorityover here,"
"They'redriven intoprostitution

f

and taken into India. Our students

more informati on.

Call (206) 296-9290

for more information.

Spectator

at

newstips@seattleu.edu

Tuesday

1/30

f IDednesdayN
1/31

I
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Morning Prayer
Every Thursday and
Tuesday at 8:30 a.m. in

CPR
Brush up on your
CPRcertification at the

the Chapel of St. Connolly Center.
$6 for students, staff
Ignatius. Sponsored by
the School of Theology and faculty.
and Ministry.
Call (206) 296-5907
for more information.
HSSU
Spectator
Interested in student
Meeting
government? Join the
In thelowerSUB at 8
council at8p.m. fortheir
House from 7 p.m. to 9 weekly meeting. Call p.m.tonight.Come one,

-

P-m
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(206 296-6050.

come all.
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Editorial
California

energy crisis
Although California seems far away, the energy crisis
currently affecting that statehas very real consequences
for citizens of Washington State and students here at
Seattle University.
California not only buys power from Washington
State,but its current desperate energy purchasing practices are driving up wholesale prices for all Northwest
states. Seattle City Light and other local power companies are already raising rates, and it is likely that rates
will rise even further to recover the costs of buying
power on the expensive open market. This year's low
rainfall means less water to power our hydroelectric
dams, which ensures energy prices willremainhigh for
the foreseeable future.
The only way to ease the power crunch and, in turn,
the prices, is to conserve energy. Students who live off
campus don't need altruistic reminders to conserve;
they will realize theeffectsof the power crunch as soon
as they open their power bills next month.
Students who live on campus, however, never see a
power bill, so the impulse to conserve may not come so
readily. But it is in on-campus students' interests to
conserve too. Theincreased power rates are costing the
school thousands of additional dollars a month. While
on-campus students may notnotice thebills this year,it
is certain that the school will pass on the extra cost to
studentsnext year via increased residencehall feesand
Opinion Editor
apartment rents.
Tuitionwill likely be bumpedhigher by the increased
In addition,sending e-mail to a
I'vebeen meaningto writeacollist
thatyoudo not belongto is also
time,
umn
like
this
one
for
some
cost ofprovidingenergy forclassroomsandadministrajust haven'thad areal reason bad form. Ifyou are not a member
but
I
tive offices. Even though California is far away geo- until this past
of a group,then you are notentitled
Monday.
graphically, their energy woes will affect everyone's For those of you who live in a to put in your two cents on that
wallethere sooner than some might think.
cave and don't use e-mail, I'll fill grouplist whenever youfeellikeit.
So do your part and turn out the lights, turn off the youin onwhat happened. It seems Evenif trying todo a good deed,
computer and only use as much energy as you really that a student,upon hearing about people will wind up ignoring you
a lack of awareness about rape or become angeredby allthe spamneed.
mail your originale-mail caused.
among women, decided to

Copy this column and e-mail
it to 10 of your best friends!
Jim

Rennie

that the e-mail contains questionable information, then most other
people will too. '
Andif you don t wantthem to email you anymore, e-mail the
sender. No one elsehas the power
to "take you off the list," and to be
honest, no one else cares if you
want to be taken offthe list.

You may be asking: why should
anyoneeven care about this extraneouse-mail? Well, Iestimate the

"Rape &Self-defense"e-mail was
sent out to5,000 people(and that's
a conservative estimate).After the
originale-mail,Igot about30 "re-

ply all" responses. Thisadds up to
over 150,000 pieces of e-mail all
because of one person's actions.
By mid-Mondaymorning, people
were havingdifficulty sending legitimate e-mails out because ofall
the spam. Even as Iwrite this column, I've gotten two more spammails in my inbox.
While it's easy to ask for Information Services to revoke this
individual's e-mail account for
starting this whole mess, what this
all comes down to is personal responsibility andcommon sense.
Only you can stop spam!

help
educate some of the world by e- Most people are Internet savvy
(For more information, see Conservation Tips, page 2)
mailing as many people as she enoughto distrustinformation sent
couldwithsomeinformation about to them by a stranger on-line.
the subject.
We've all received one too many
TheSpectatorEditorial Boardconsists of Katie Ching, Amy
Now while Ithink the spirit of chain-mails, fake virus warnings
Jenniges and Jim Rennie. Signed commentaries reflect the her actions is commendable, it's and spam to take seriously any eopinions of the authors and not necessarily those of the
the execution that really missed mail not from a trusted friend.
themark.Through this mistake we
And please, for thelove ofGod,
Spectator, Seattle University or its student body.
can examineproper e-mail and dis- don't use the "reply all" button to
cussion groupetiquette, whichover respond to a mass e-mail. Sending
the past week our campus has a"reply all" e-mail to tellothers to
quit replying toall islike starting a
shown to be lacking.
S battle »- University
The e-mail lists maintained by Tire to discouragean arsonist.
Keeping watch Since 1933
SeattleUniversity faculty,staffand
Several responses to the origistudents are organizedbycommon nal message debate how much of
Katie Ching, Editor-in-Chief
Shannon Van Liew, Editorial
interest, topic or purpose.To post the information was accurate. If
AmyJenniges,ManagingEditor
Artist
informationtoadiscussion list that you want to take the sender to task Jim Rennieisa senior majoring
BrookeKempner,Lead Story Editor Justin Ribeiro, On-LineEditor
does not pertain to that list violates for inaccurate information, e-mail in history. Hise-mailaddressis
Brandy Gevers,Business Manager
Amy Baranski,News Editor
the sender.If you could figure out renniej@seattleu.edu.
the whole purpose of that list.
BenStangland,Advertising
Jim Rennie, Opinion Editor
Manager
Jeff Dorion,FeaturesEditor
TELEPHONE :
/{J\
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Tiffanie Kuntz, Advertising
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Analyzing George W. Bush's inaugural speech
Jamila
Tohnson
Spectator Columnist
Ifeel it my civic duty to regurgi-

key aspectsin President
George W. Bush's inaugural
speech. Iknow most of America
did not watch,or care to watch this
normally annoying, cheese-filled
speech, but Ifound it relatively
amtrying to figure out
interesting.I
whetherournew president isnaive,
delusional, or altering the truth to
continue arampant path of Americanglorification throughridiculous
generalizations.
The first comment that stuck a
rough place inmy mind was when
PresidentBush begantospeakabout
the story of Americaas, 'Thestory
of a power that went into the world
toprotect butnotpossess, todefend
but not to conquer."
Iguess I
am not reading thesame
history books as the president is
because all toomany times, has the
United States conqueredand possessed other nations. When the
United States entered the CubanSpanish war and turned it into the
American Spanish war, it was not
an issue of defending; it was an
issue of conquering. Ineven more
recent years,our president's father
tate a few

American promise: that everyone
belongs, that everyone deserves a
chance, that no insignificantperson
was ever born." This statement reminded me of the "Compassionate
Conservative" role that Bushoriginally tried to fulfill. The voters
seemed not to respond well to this

speech,'Together, we willreclaim
America'sschoolsbefore ignorance
and apathyclaimmore younglives."
Icouldn't help but think how
President Bushshould be thanking
the faulty school systems,but that is
a little of my bitter resentment toward him as an individual. Like
everything,my resentmentwill pass.
Unfortunately, so will many students who can't read, write or do
basic arithmetic. As Governor of
Texas, education improvements
were easily possible, yet in Texas
we see very little progress during
his term. As president,Bush iseven
farther from the students' reach. I

This alarms me because Iam a
strong supporter of separation of
church and state.I
believe that reli-

gion has thereininside theheartsof

Here is wherePresidentBush in-

the people, where the government
cannot tread. In the same respects,
religionshouldnot be significant in
the law makingprocess. Its ideals
andtraitscanbeseenin individuals,
who make the laws, but there are
solid reasons for it not being a factor in the laws, reasons Iam surprised our president does not agree
with.
President Bushmade a relatively
low blow toward the Clinton scandals.

gratiates himself with the American public while simultaneously
instilling nation-centric views and
making me nauseous. "Americans
are generous and stronganddecent,
not because webelieve in ourselves,
but because we holdbeliefs beyond
ourselves."
Is an American really any different than a Canadian or a Norwegian? Are we any stronger ormore
decentand generous?Theseare not
traitsdependantonour nationality;
they are dependant on our humanity. There areprobably just as many
decent strong people in Panama or
Iraq.Thisglorification ofthe Americanbelief structure is absurd.There
is not one single reigning belief
system in America.
So if you have read this far, you
know more about the inaugural
speech than most. Iurgeeveryone
to read it, and as many other
speeches ofournew president.Take
an active role in your society; pay
attention. Our new president ended
his speech:"God bless you all,and
God bless America." Iwon't; instead Iwill remind all those who
carethat theRoe vs. Wade anniversary wasthis pastMonday; thecabi-

There are probably just as many decent strong
people in Panama or Iraq. This glorification of the
Americanbelief structure is absurd.
am far from convinced that federal

He stated that, "I will live and

mandates improveeducation.However,it is a noble thought.
Ifelt a coldrush during the inausionate Conservatives."'Thegist of guration,much like his supporters
former PresidentClinton s comment who were there,notbecauseofcool
would, D.C. weather, but because of his
was,"I'dlike tohelp,reallyI
but Iwon't."Ilaughedhearing the thoughtson wheregovernmentsupthick Arkansas accent utter these port should go.
words, but now I
hope they are not
"Some needs and hurts are so
true.It wouldbenice for this nation deep they will only respond to a
and its leaders to truly keep this in mentor' s touch orapastor' s prayer.

lead by these principles: toadvance
myconvictions withcivility, topursue the public interest with courage, tospeak for greaterjustice and
compassion, tocall for responsibility and try to liveit as well." Maybe
it wasn't as much of a low blow as
an assertion that he is not Clinton.

term, and slowly it died out only to

have its concept rejuvenated. It
brings me to an interview with
Clinton on the issue of "Compas-

Thatis obvious,but as much as Itry
not to, sometimes I
can't help but
supportClinton.Notbecause of his
personal life, but because of his

sent troops in to posses Panama mindbecause these words are the Church and charity,synagogue and
haveheardspokenby mosque,lendourcommunitiestheir professional life. Ifeel the same
rather than simply protect it.
purest wordsI
humanity, and they will have an way about the recently discredited
Isaw a glimmer of hope when a politician.
hope that
The press has taken a hold of honored place in our plans and in ReverendJesseJackson.I
PresidentBushsaid,'The grandest
his prosupport
PresidentBushcan
of these ideals is an unfolding these words in Bush's inaugural our laws."

Letters
Flat rate

—

themmd that impliesrigorous and
challengingclasses.Rightnow, taking 15 credits at Seattle University
ishardenoughfor the common stuYour editorial on the flat rate dent. Along withextracurricularactuition wasboth enlightening and tivities, community service, work
helpful.Iappreciatedthe deepin- and a social life, taking 18 to 20
sights that you made about the credits in one quarterseems almost
consequences of the flat rate tu- toomuch for one to handle.
ition suchas its effects on science
In myownexperiences,I'veseen
and engineeringmajors and part- students whohavebeenburntout by
just taking 1S creditsinone quarter.
time students.
Iam a full-time student, and I The students thatIknow who have
see myself as benefiting from the taken 20 credits seem to have fared
flat-rate tuition. Because of this worse. Just imagine what effects a
new tuitionpolicy,Iwillbeable to 20 credit quarter would do to stuhave an interest dents if the flat ratetuition is impletake classes thatI
in, but that 1 never would have mented. Myconcern lies inthe best
takenbecause offinancialreasons. interestof the student.Taking three
Yet with all the wonderful ben- hard and rigorous courses in one
efits for the students and for my- quarterseems tobeenoughfor many
self, thereis one aspect of the flat students.How willstudentsrespond
rate tuition that still bothers me and handle taking four hard and
and seems to not have been ad- rigorouscourses in one quarter?
dressed or discussed thoroughly.
Don't get me wrong.Iam for the
That aspect is the effect ofover- flat rate tuition.Iwant to get some
loading classes on students. I, piano lessons and take the
along with most of the student Shakespeare class. But Ijustdon't
body, support the flat ratetuition. wanttosee students burningoutand
But can students really handle theirGPAssuffer because they took
the 18 to20 creditoverloadif they toomany classesin one quarter.
decide to take advantageof the flat
ratetuition?SeattleUniversityisa
Jesuitschool that emphasizes rig- Mark Bonicillo
lorous education that challenges sophomore,humanities

tuition

to

memorial
Iwas pleased to see the front
page article in the Jan. 11issue of
The Spectatorconcerning the new
memorial to the Martyrs of El Salvador.
However, Iwas appalled by a
major error in the article. The third
paragraph states, "The entire piece
isa memorial to the six Jesuits and
two women slain by rebel forces
during the El Salvadorian Civil
War..."TheJesuitpriests werekilled
in November of 1989 by Salvadoran government troops trained
by the U.S. at Fort Benning,
Georgia's School of the Americas.
They were mostcertainly not killed
by rebel forces.

net and the president are making

their statement. Look alive,listen
up and pay attention.
Jamila Johnson is a fres>'.»man

majoring incommunication. Her
e-mail
address
is
tchippie23@hotmail.com.

Editor

Jesuit

martyrs

fessional life with the sameconviction that he tries to support hispersonal life.

Fr. Logan's

The Jesuits were killed because
they stood at the side of the Salvadoran poor as they struggled for
justice and basic human dignity.
The Jesuits worked for the poor
from a stance of Christian nonviolence. The rebel forces were those
whohad decided to takeup arms in
God's blessings on you! I've
that struggle for justice. Both the been a student and then friend of
Jesuits and the rebel fighters of the Father Frank Logan since 1939.
FMLN gave their lives for the poor Matter of fact, Iroomed withhis
and for a future with justice and mom during part of my sojourn at
dignity.
the thenSeattle College. Willyou
At a Jesuit universityit is impor- have time to let me know when
tant that we understand why and he'll be coming back for a final
how they died and honor their good-bye? I'llneed someleadtime
memory and the memory of the to get a driver.
75,000 others who werekilled.
Thank you again for your efforts on his behalf. He'sone speJoBeecher
cial guy!
School of Theologyand
Ministry student
Louise Gilday.

departure

TheSpectator welcomes Letters to the Editor.Letters should be typed and
submitted no later than the Monday before publication. All letters must
include the author's name and daytime phone number for verification
purposes. Letters may be submitted in person at The Spectator offices in the
lowerSUB, mailed to: The Spectator, 900 Broadway, Seattle, WA 98122 or via

e-mail to: spectator@seattleu.edu.
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Beastie Boys release a video anthology DVD
DANIEL MCCORMACK
Staff Reporter

this dvdrelease clearly snows

A band that has been evolving
greatly from punk rock to hip-hop,
The Beastie Boys remain an immensely popular act that has continued to become more and more
musically creative over the years.
They've also embraced new technology, as shown by their latest
double-disc DVD video anthology
putoutbyTheCriterionCollection
The DVD acts as a video companionpiece to last year'stwo-disc
anthology: The Sounds of Science
CD career retrospective. The new
visual anthology features 18of the
group's most popular videos, excluding only one, their hit "(You
Gotta) Fight for Your Right (To
Party)," whichburst them onto the

.

scene in 1986.

Manyargue thattheBeastieBoys
:amongthemost influential video
Dupsof thelast two decades, and

I

why. Multiple audio and video
selections are availablefor each
of the music videos, with remixes byartistslikeFatboy Slim
and Mobyavailable with the audio button. An "operations
manual" included as an insert
provides an easy listing that
shows more specific details and
loads of additional material.
During the videos, thereis the
choice of two commentary
tracks:one with theBeastieBoys
and one withvideodirectorssuch
as Spike Jonze. The commentary with the Beastie Boys does
notprovideanythingparticularly
deeporinsightful abouttheband,
and during a couple of videos,
they wonder what happened to
the coolclothes they were wearing
during thevideoshoot. A few times,
they even seem to admit that the
commentary isn't going too far.
From the openingthough,they just
seem to be watching all the videos

commentaryexplaining theViet-

nam shotsof nature overlapping
withhuman nature, pristine forests and farms with no sign of
military installationsor anything
being destroyed by U.S.B-525.
However, neither of these are
particularly lively discussions.
This two-disc anthology fully
showcases the potentialofDVD
technology, with most of the 18
videos containing alternate visual angles (afunand interesting
feature that'salmostneverused
on standardDVDs)and multiple
audio tracks.There arehundreds
of possible image and sound
combinations, including new
surround mixes, a cappella version and more than 40 remixes
by famous DJs, including many
and having a bitof a laugh as they new cuts created exclusively for
remembertheir work from overthe this particular collection.
years. The director's commentary
One nice final touch, they have
does offer some more information evenincluded English subtitles for
about the productions, most nota- those who absolutely
cannot make
'
bly the "Something'sGot to Give" out what they rerappingabout.This

will make a great gift for a lot of
different people. If you're not sure
they like theBeastie Boys but they
havea DVDplayer, get it for them.
The layout is very tight, stylishly
beautiful and well designed.
The "Beastie Boys Video Anthology" is a must for fans of the
band who will enjoy having almost
every video everreleasedall onthis
DVD, witha ton of extra features to
look through.

SinceLicensed to 111, the Beastie
Boys have continued todefy critics
who initially pigeonholed them as
nothing more than knockoff white
rap artists.
Witha 16-year historyofmusical
innovation and experimentation,
these trailblazersof the post-punk
era have continued to reemergeas
vital contributors, and they deserve
substantial credit for bringing elements ofrap to modernrock.Other
groups should take a look at this
release to see how a music video
DVD should be done.

Seattle Public Theater premieres strikingly original King Christophe

NICOLE GYULAY
Arts & Entertainment Editor

creates an engaging story of a rich
culture that most audience mem-

In the early 1800s, a liberated
Haiti saw a new king rise to the
throne; his name was Christophe.
KingChristophe knew what it was
to be a slave, and for years had
selflessly devoted himself to liberating Haiti from the oppression of

bers know nothing about.
Inmany ways,Christopheis reminiscent of a Shakespeare play. The
language is grand and lyrical, and
from the very beginning the audienceis warnedthatKingChristophe
(Jeff Gilbert) has a tragic flaw that
will lead him to destruction. The

theFrench.He wouldcertainlylead
Haiti into greatness. At least that's
everyone thought,

fit

remiering for the first time in
United States, The Tragedy of
KingChristopheis the true storyof
a king whose lofty patriotic aspirations turn into a reckless abuse of
The play's author, Aime
saire, takes the potentially bor> subject of Haitian history, and

iwer.

.
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passionately abouthis fate,but this

which seem to be inserted to give the au-

dience a feeling of
the atmosphere of
Haiti. A . musical
number begins almost every

major

scene oftheplay,and
each has strong
rhythms and an element of dance. The

Hugonin (Angie Bolton), who is play is showing at the Greenlake best musicalnumber
much like one of Shakespeare's Bathhouse Theater, whichis excep- of the play was a
fools.In the actual plot of the play, tionally small. The effect is some- simulation of abattle
she is one of the King's advisors, what unnerving, but not in a bad where the characters
butshe periodically steps awayfrom way;it actuallymakes you feel like held long sticks
the action and either appears to be you are in the play, and the which they knocked
controlling the characters or makes characters' soliloquies seem as if together, against the
floor and against
a commentary on the characters' they are truly directed at you.
boxes
that were
to
a
small
theater
also
enhances
supposed
actions. She is
be
The
personification ofBaronSamedi, a the play's many musical numbers, spread about the
stage.Theresult was

lI^O
\.

legendary Haitian figure said to be
the spirit thatattends the portal between themortal worldand thespirit
world.
Another interestingaspect of this
production is the way it is staged.
Highly dramatic plays are usually
staged in larger theatersbecause it
is somewhat absurd to be nose to
nose with a character as he yells
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a surprisingly realistic battle simulation;

the sticks made the

JERRY WEISSMANN

werefighting andthe

Hugonin(Bolton)keeps the Queen (Myers)from
reachingKingChristophe(Gilbert)ashedreams

rhythms sounded Iike

his way to destruction.

actors look like they

the crashes and
clangs of a battlefield.
It is probably theresultof a small
budget, but the actorshad anamazingly difficult task, as onlyeight of

play. Hugonin's actions are often

them wereplaying29different parts.
There were women playing men,
menplaying womenandadults playingchildren. One wouldexpect this
to have a detrimental effect on suspension of disbelief, but the actors
seemed toknow their boundaries in
this regard.The focus wason playing a character, not on playing an
age or gender, and this approach
brought authenticresults.
The onlyactors that did not play
multiple roles are Gilbert and
Bolton,but theirroles weredemanding enough on their own. King
Christophe is on stage for virtually
the entireplay, and is always at the
height of some emotion orother; it
would not be surprising to find out
that he was manicdepressive. This
must havebeen incrediblydraining
on theactor,butGiIbertpulledit off
well. Hugonin is also on the stage
quite a bit, and is responsible for
setting the scene in much of the

fills the duties of her character.
Christophe is quite an unusual
play, and those consideringseeing
it should be forewarned to throw
out all expectationsbefore entering
the theater. Although the play uses
classical languageandconventions,
it has an oddpresence thatis diffi-
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silent,but need to indicate how the
audience ought to view a particular
situation, and Bolton skillfully ful-

cult to explain and somewhat hard
toaccept.This isperhaps because it

is not written for an Americanaudience and has references to aspects
of Haitian culture that are not immediately recognizable. But it is
not the type of play that you have to
fullyunderstand toenjoy;the wealth
ofemotion and the skill with which
theauthorset the sceneis enoughto
keepa person entrancedfor the en-

tire two hours.
The Tragedyof KingChristophe
is playing until Feb. 4 at the
Greenlake BathhouseTheater.For
tickets and more information call
(206) 328-4848.
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Poor Bellevue.

light

The city across Lake Washington has always struggled
Thesecond flooris also short on art work,instead
with an image problem. Anchored byposh retail juggernaut housing office space, two classrooms, an artist in
Bellevue Squareand anupper-taxbracket population,Bellevue residence studio and a gallery of hands on activities
often finds itself the brunt of yuppie jokes. To many Puget to explore.
Sound folks, the onlycultural contribution Bellevue has to
The third floor is where BAM seemsmore like a
give to the area is the new MAC line at Nordstrom.
traditionalmuseum. In addition to two more classNow, thanks to a three-story, 8,500 square-foot,$23 mil- rooms, there is a NorthLight Gallery,East Gallery
lion building. Bellevue is biting back.
and West Gallery. The outdoor space between the
For years, Bellevue Square housed a rarely promotedand galleries andclassroomsis called theCourt ofLight,
virtually unknown art gallery, modestly titled the Bellevue and it overlooksthe glass enclosed stairway that connects the
Art Museum. Five yearsago, Bellevue cityplannersnoticed, second floor to the third.
and decided to relocate the gallery into a more prominent
There are currently severalexhibitions in the galleriesthat
position.Plans called for an architecturally significant build- fit the light and architecture theme of the new building.
ing that wouldinject Bellevue with a much-needed dose of
The "Luminous: Ljght as Material, Medium and Metacultural legitimacy.
phor" exhibition will include about 15 works of art from
When it came time to choose an architect in 1997, the international artists once it is complete.
museum planning committee looked westward toward the
One piececurrently ondisplay from this exhibitin theEast
architectural world's current wunderkind: the Chapel of St. Gallery is No Number #1by Joseph Kosuth. He uses white
Ignatius at Seattle University. The chapel's positive recep- neon to illuminate thephrase "visual space has essentially no
tion was hard to ignore, and the museum soon contracted owner," and the cords from the words frame a large empty
chapel architectStevenHoll toconstruct theambitiousproject. space before snaking to the outlet below.
After years of planning and construction, BAM finally
Across the gallery from Kosuth's piece is a large installaopened itsmodernist doors Jan. 13. Just as SU's chapel was tionby lole Alessandrini. The work,Schizophrenic a/o,is a
met with mass mediacoverage, BAMhas heen greeted with series of three plexiglass panels with colored light beamed
a similar reception and has already won the AIA Honor through from bothsides. Thecolors and patterns of the light
Awardfor Washington Architecture.
slowly rotate,so the work is different every time youpass it.
Publicityisn't the onlysimilarity betweentheChapel ofSt.
In the Court of Light there is an unusual and surprising
IgnatiusandBAM.Holl's distinctive fingerprints areall over work of art. James Carl's Fountain seems at first to be nine
the building. The museum's exterior, with its harsh right water vendingmachines outfitted by the watercompany with
angles and curved rooftop, makes it seem like the chapel's backlit panels that create a waterfall landscape, but they are
fraternal twin.Once again,the focus is on light,most notably actually a deliberateinstallationby the museum as a part of
on the first floor, where warm spots of light peek out of the "Luminous" show.
texturednooks and crannies.
In the West Gallery, Juan Alonso's "Give/Take" exhibit
Whereas the chapel used light as a metaphor for spiritual- features his work from the past twoyears.There are alsothree
ity, BAM's use of light is decidedly theology-free. Here, new larger workscreated with the architecture of the space in
Holl's use of lightemphasizes the passing of day intonight, mind. Alonso is a Cuban born Seattle-based artist, who
and as the hours in a day tick by, the light inside the building creates pieces that are meant to be both decorative and
changes dramatically.
metaphors for life experiences.
time,
lightaccording
accentuate
change
To
the
of
to
Holl
The third exhibitcurrently on displayis "bitplane(bureau
adds a new element missing from the chapel's blueprint: of inverse technology)," located on the second floor. This
glass. A third of the building's exterior is sandblasted glass, installation explorescommunitiesthroughtheuseofmilitary,
allowingthe building's interior to light up its surrounding commercialand intelligence technologies.
exterior at night. Most noticeably, a suspended stairway
In addition to the art housed in BAM, there is an Explore
leading to the thirdfloor is completely glass-encased.
Gallery that currently showcasesthe making of the building.
Symbolically, Holl divides his use of light into three You can try your hand at buildinga model that rotates full
concepts of time. Linear timeis representedin the evenlight circle, with a cameramountedin the center so youcan get an
of the galleries. Cyclical time is representedin the curved inside viewof yourcreation.You can also see StevenHoll's
wallsofthe thirdfloor. Finally,jaggedskylights symbolized inspirations for his building design, including some of his
' concept fragmented
watercolors.
the
of
time.

Bellevue

-

Interestinglyenough,BAM does not feature a permanent
collection. Instead, museum coordinators are hoping that

At times it seems the focus of the BAM is the building, and
not the art contained within, though it couldbe argued thatthe
structure itselfis art.Most ofthe inaugural exhibitionsfollow

Holl'sarchitecture willdrawin crowds ona continual basis,
rather than the smaller touring exhibitsthat are crammed in the themes of the building.The spaceitself is still a bit rough
BAM's minimal third floor gallery. The design of the around theedges, withpaint splatters onthe floor and a sense
building would actually be harmful to a permanentcollec- that it is not quite finished. It's also a bit distracting to gaze
tion, damaging works with too much natural light.
through the foyer windows at a perfectly framed Bellevue
The museum seems almost art-free when you enter the Square,or a bustling California Pizza Kitchen.
lobby. The cavernous space is airy and bright, but nearly
Nonetheless,Bellevue has finally found its cultural niche.
only
in
piece
huge
the
entrance is the work From the early reaction to BAM alone, itlooks as if Bellevue
empty. The
suspended from the ceiling, pictured at right.
willsoonbe known forsomethingother than a shopping mall.

Left: TheexteriorofßAM
bringsa modernisttouch
to the Bellevue skyline.
Its red and aquamarine
hues both contrast and
complement the cloudy
Pugel Sound ski
Right: The spacious
Forum that greets
visitors as they enter
BAM. To the right, the
glass-encased stairwa )
leads visitors from the
secondfloor to the third.
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Museum information
Hours
Tuesday, Saturday:10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Wednesday, Thursday, friday: noon to 8 p.m.
Sunday noon to 5 p.m.
Closed Monday

Admission
$6 Adults
$4 seniors & students
children under 6 free
free admission the third thursday of the month

Jeff Dorion

Location
510 Bellevue way NE
across from the Bon Marche entrance of
Bellevue square
Contact
www.bellevueart.org
(425) 454-3322

Upcoming Events
March 7
Gallery Talk: "Juan Alonso, Give/Take"
7 p.m.

Alonso leads a gallery talk about
his exhibition
March 29
Panel Discussion: "Luminous: Light as
Material, Medium and Metaphor
7 p.m.
Explore the concept of light with a
panel of artists and experts.

Museum Programs
Explore Gallery
An interactive exhibit that provides a hands-on
exploration of BAM. Located on the second
floor, the gallery features a chance to build your

own Holl-esque structure.

Artists-in-Residence
Allows artists to pursue their creative explorations within the museum walls. Residency includes collaborations with other
artists and public forum discussions.
Museum school
A four-room school within the museum,
it offers a variety of classes for all ages,

all days of the week.
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Swim teams win final home meets of season

individual medley with a time of
1:59.21. He also took first in the
100-yard freestyle (48.24) and the
The Seattle University swim 100-yard breaststroke(59.30).
Teammate Chris Garcia picked
teams made full use of the "home
pool advantage," and charged up the victory in the 50-yard
through their final home competi- freestyle, finishing with a time of
21.86.
tion against Whitworth College.
TheRedhawk menswamfastand
furious,
whichenabledthemtopick
Men's Team
up 1-2-3 finishes in the 50-yardand
Junior Elliott Kolbe won three 100-yard freestyle events.
The men were pumped up after
events, helping to push the
the
meet.
Whitworth,
1
14-89
Redhawks past
dynamic on themen's team
'The
Saturday
last
afternoon.
Themen, whoare 8-2 andranked has reached a new level," junior
second in the NAIA, held a close Luc Lamarche said.
"We've won our last few meets
competition with Whitworth, but
on depth," he added. "We've been
surged ahead in the final events.
Kolbe placedfirstinthe 200-yard deeper than the other teams."

Alexis juday-marshall
Sports Editor

Women's Team
The numberthree-ranked (NAIA)
Seattle University women swam to
a 122-83 victory tobetter their season record to 'to 6-4.
Thewomen s aggressivestyle and
team comraderie won them domiin last
nating performances
'
Saturday s meetagainst Whitworth.
After losing to Central Washington University last week,the women
wantedtoshow thattheycouldcome
back from a heartbreaker.
Sophomore Megan Ackerman
and freshman GretchenDenzer led
their team with two victorieseach.
Ackerman took first place in the
1000-yard freestyle ( 11:06.00) and

.

the 500-yardfreestyle (5: 19.76).
Denzerpicked up victories in the
50-yardfreestyle in a timeof26.16,
and the 100-yard freestyle in55.87.
Thewomen areexcitedabout the
way in which they have been performing lately.They love to swim
and it shows.
"Myfavorite thingabouttheswim
team," sophomore Ryann Cooper
said, "is how we can all rally together in tough situations and rise
to the challenge."
The womenpride themselves on
their ability tostepup to thecompetition when the timecomes.
"We are able to constantly challenge our opponents," Cooper
added.
Both Redhawk teams will travel
to Tacoma on Friday to compete
against Pacific Lutheran University at 6 p.m.

Schuknecht), 1:39.10; 1000 free:
Wang (WC), 10:03.54; 200 free:
Rice (WC), 1:45.64;50free:Garcia
(SU), 21.86; 200IM: Kolbe (SU),
1:59.21;100Fly: Rice(WC) 52.98;
100 free: Kolbe (SU), 48.24; 100
back: Freeman (WC), 54.43; 500
free: Wang (WC), 4:48.24; 100
Breast:Kolbe(SU), 59.30;200free
relay:Seattle (Laughlin,Lamarche,
Duncan, Garcia)1:29.26.
122,
WOMEN:
Seattle

Whitworth 83 200MedleyRelay:
Whitworth (Haley,Lambuth,Titus,
Brandler), 1:56.98; 100 free:
Ackerman (SU) 11:06.00; 200free:
Johansing (SU) 2:00.51; 50 free:
Denzer (SU), 26.16; 200IM: Kay
(WC), 2:15.82; 100 fly: Holsinger
(WC), 1:03.61; 100 free: Denzer
(SU),55.87;100Back:Woodworth
(SU), l:01.58;500Free: Ackerman
(SU), 5:19.76;100breast:Lambuth
(WC), 1:10.49; 200 free relay:Seattle (Fong,Woodworth, Johansing,

Results:
MEN:Seattle 114, Whitworth89 Denzer), 1:44.48.
- 200
Medley Relay: Whitworth
(Freeman,

Andrew,

Rice,

LIZ RANKOS/ PHOTOEDITOR
Junior Chris Garcia powers ahead in his backstroke event.

I Seattle

University's Honors Program

presentation of

I

The women's teamcheers enthusiastically after their winlastSaturday

Each poem must be presented typed on a separate sheet without the poet's name. A cover sheet with the poet's name, address, e-mail address and telephone number and the title or first
line of the poem must be stapled to the text of each poem. Submissions that do not follow these directions are ineligible.

Ttfje Contest:
The poems will be judged by a panel of two faculty members
and three students.Winners will be announcedbefore the end of
thequarter. With the exception ofstudents currently enrolled in
the Honors Program, all students at Seattle University are elgible
participate in thecontest.
vkilJ/^*^)
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SeattleUnivenity Scientific Diving Program

LEARN

H|

SCUBA

SetOMt Amhm

Earn anSSI. Bax Opoi Wattr Scuba nrtiltration wMi other SU
itudmli through the SU Sdcnllric Diving frogram. Only s» ilu
dentt ptr ctw. It lakes two cvtniig!per week for three wedu.
two Saturday afternoons in the pool, and a Saturday and Sunday
morning foropen water oVet. Th« ii ihe «rsl Mep toward parnW
pathg h the wmmer«-*mifc divtig clan and the dive trip to Ihe
Bay Mandi ofHonduras

II Submit poems to the

XVIiV f^j^^^^\^>at°L front desk

evdifkatuuu.
Gffvied
Base
Water
Advanced

I

CVen

SCUBA.

Nitrox, CPU i
In Aid

Open Water. Stren iRevue.

SpanMHunp Chpanizations

ulllfirr }£>rises:

Thi« trailing 11 vonwrcd and/or unciloned by IheSeattle Univenity Scknliflc Divtig Program, the Biology
Department. IheAmerican Academy of Underwater Sdtncei. Ihenational organization forKienlifc dniig, and
Surfch Enterprise, a topnotcfi local dive ihop.

ea^ne: February 21, 2001

iKMIj

lst:s6O 2nd:s3s; 3rd:s2s

Jnfcunalioa

If you are Intenrnedh a career in marine jcience or dKiig for funand adventure, contact Dr.Dan Mallock.
SU. Dlviig Safely Officer, nthe BtobgyDepl (BANN 151.ex15487.0r emal matlodi@«eallleu.cdu) right
away. Diving v a true adventure that b rcadty accctribk.

Please call Jo Kirschnerat 5305 for more information.
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Men's basketball continues frustration
AUSTIN BURTON
Staff Reporter
Humboldt State University
Despite delivering perhaps their
best performanceof the season,the
SeattleUniversity men'sbasketball
team still came up shortin a 77-70
home loss to Humboldt State University last Thursday.
Trailingby sixpoints athalftime,
the Redhawks rallied to take a five
pointlead withjust over 15minutes
to play.
That lead was short-lived, however,asthe Lumberjackscameback
to take the lead for good a few
Liz Rankos / photo Editor

Philipp Aurand (50) and
NicholasCrespinel (40)defend
their hoop against Western
Oregon University.

minutes later.
SUpulled to within two (72-70)
with 1:11 remaining, but was unable to score again.
HSU connected on five free
throws over the final minute.

Asusual,seniorguard JeffNelson
led the Redhawks in scoring.
His 22 points in the contest included four three-pointers, and he
also made four steals on the defensive end.
Sophomore Nicholas Crespinel
contributed 15 points and seven rebounds for SU, and Edward
McLaughlin added 11 points and
six rebounds.
The Lumberjacks came into the
game with a 12-2 record, which put
themin secondplace behind Western Washington University in Pacific WestConference standings.
Isaac Gildea, who leads HSU in
scoring on the season, was held to
just twopoints by the Redhawks.
Despite containing Gildea, SU
couldn't stop HSU's Fred Hooks
from scoring 17, nor could they
prevent14points apiecefrom Austin Nichols and Mark White.
As a team, the Lumberjacks were

16 and dished out seven assists.
Nelson added 15 points.
After four straight losses, SU
Head Coach Dave Cox still sees a
reason for optimism.

heldto20 pointsbelowtheirseason
average.

Western OregonUniversity
SU stayed at home to take on 5-10 Western Oregon University the
following Saturday. After taking a

"You look at the film from the
beginning of the year to now, and
we're light years better than we
were," Cox says. "We just haven't
found a way toget over the hump."
As Cox sees it, were it not for a
few missed opportunities here and
there, the Redhawks
" could be 12-5

10-point lead after one half, the
Wolves went on to hand SU an 80-68loss.
As in the HSU game, the
Redhawks made a run early in the
second half that resulted in a brief instead of 5-12.
There's a handful of times that if
lead.
But again,SU was unabletoscore we executeand makeplays, we'rea
—
down the stretch this time over half-game out of first place," the

—

the final two minutes whiletheir coach said.
"Weput ourselves in aposition to
opponents made goodon theirfree
throw attempts.
have a chance to win both those
Jon Moehringled WOU with 21 games[last week].Whetherit was a
points and 10rebounds, while Rob- reachingfoul ora missedlayupora
ert Day scored 19.
missed free throw, we justhad a lot
SU was paced by freshman point of littlethings that we had opportuguard Shea Robinson, who scored nities to winand didn't get itdone."

Women gain confidence, but lose close one
CARL BERGQUIST

turn witha three-point basket from
senior Anna Kloeck who added
three more during the game.
TheSeattleUniversity Women's
"I was just getting the ball with
basketball team lost to the Univer- open looks," Kloeck said.
sity ofAlaska-Anchorage 63-60, in
Down18-B.SUcalled for a timepossibly the Redhawks' best battle out and came back pumped. The
of the year, missing a three point ladies went ona 15-5 run to tie the
attempt at the buzzer that would game with the help of sophomore
have sent the game intoovertime. Courtney Tinsley who threw her
The scoreteeteredback and fourth weight around under the basket
as SU startedoff fast, gaininga 4-0 against a largerBell Jordan.

Staff Reporter

edge.However,UA respondedwith

an 11-1 run.

SU finally stopped the momen-

62-60 with one minute to play.
Down 63-60 with 8.1 seconds
left, SU went for a three-point shot
to tie the game,but the shot wasoff
the mark.
"It'salwaysdisappointing tolose
a close game.That's when you can
always lookback at whatyoucould
havedone differently," Kloeck said.
Tinsley and Kloeck both scored
14points in the contest whilejunior
Jessie DeLaunaychippedin11. The

Seattle University fell to theUniversity of Alaska-Fairbanks,68-57
in a game in which they also lost
senior team captain Germaine
Espinoza early in the first half.
Espinoza went down when she
made knee-to-knee contact with a

but thatdidn'tstopSU, whobrought

it back to 61-57 with under two
minutes to play.
But that would be as close as
they cameas Nanook DenisePerez

AF Nanook. She later found out it was able to make last second free
wasa tear toher ACL, and she will throws to shut the door on the
miss the reminder of the season.
Redhawks.
"As a team we'vediscovered we
SUkept it close in the first half
going into the break, down 36-29. have the ability to come back,"

Tinsley scored 10 points and

Redhawksnextplay Central Wash-

"We were trying to attack. We

grabbedeight rebounds in the first

ington University tonight in a
PacWest game.
Alaska-Fairbanks

weren't waitingfortheshotclock to
go down," Deanna Cordova said.
The Nanooks came out and

half.Thi Redhawks went into the
break down by two, 27-25.
Kloeck gave SU its first
lead since the first two minutes,38-37,halfwaythrough
the second half.
The story of the second

openedupan earlysecondhalf gap,
pulling away by 20 points 52-32,

KAoeck said.

DeLaunayledtheRedhawkswith
13 points, 10coming in the second
half. Rachel Asanteadded 12points.

half was SU's inability to
stop well-placedscreens by
the Seawolves, which allowed numerous wide open
shotattempts.

However, this didn't stop
theRedhawks.Down 62-54

with 1:45 to play, the
Redhawks employed a full
:ourt press that caught the
Seawolves off guard and
were able to bring the game
JessieDeLaunay(22)outwitsherAlaska- back to within two points
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. A.A. Lemieux Library
e-Books are here!
How willyou use them?
Lemieux Library is pleased to introduce two forms of
electronic books to the SU community - (1 ) e-texts loaded
into a portablereading device,and (2)e-books available
online over the web.

Thursday,10am, Lemieux Library Room 204
February 1
February 8
February 15
February 22

-

Portable e-books: Rocket eßook & Softßook

- Online e-books: Library & IT Knowledge
- Portable e-books:net
Rocket eßook & Softßook
- Online e-books:NetLibrary &IT Knowledge

To reserve a seat at these introductory sessions call or email Holly
Sturgeon at x6234 or sturgeon@seattleu.edu. Walk-ins also
cheerfully accepted.

We can help.

learn how to be a nurse,
by being

a[ nurse]

Here's your chance to do what other students only read
about. To get one-on-one training and have a shot at a
scholarship worth thousands. It's all part of the Army

ROTC Nursing program. Talk to an Army ROTCadvisor today.
Because it's time you put your passion into practice.

s
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ARMY ROTC Unlike any other college course you can take.
NursingScholarships Available!
Call 296-6430 for information.
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An athlete's worth, more than a superbowl ring
ers onthe winning teamwillbe able ring until he moved over to the
to say that they own a Super Bowl Yankees.
ring.
It was in New York that teamThat goes from the startingquar- mates like Derek Jeter and Bemie
terback all the way down to the Williams meshed with quality role
backup kicker. And somewhere players to get the aging and fading
down the road, when an argument Clemens his ring.
arises over how great oneof those
Since Clemenshas won thatring,
players was,some unfortunateper- why does he now get to be labeled
son will have to hear that, "at least as an undisputed great one? Should
AUSTINBURTON
he has a Super Bowl ring."
therehavebeenan argumnet in the
Sports Columnist
cannot
out
just
figure
why
I
indi- first place?
Recently, I was involved in an vidual achievement is somehow
Over the course of his career,
argument over who is the NFL's gauged by the number of champi- Marino broke pretty much every
all-time best quarterback. The per- onship squads one has been a part important passing record there is,
yet many critics won't even give
son Iwas arguing with, contended of.
that it was John Elway,
him consideration as
while Iargued for Dan
the best everbecause
HHH
iis team was never
Marino.
goodenough to win it
Everything was goinj
just fine, with two peopl<
ill.
Was it Marino's
arguing sports, in a seem
wants,
that has been replayed ;
ault that Miami's
million times in bars anc
ront office could
never
living rooms everywhere.
ever surround him
Then it happened.
with
adecent running
a
a non"How many rings doe;
Marino have?" the persor
able defense?
cast.
asked, as if that settledevlurse not.
Contrary to what
erything.
Forallof their accomplishments, Gary Payton has ledus to beleive,
Now as most sports fans know,
Marino has no rings (unless you future Hall-of-Famers like Patrick players are not in charge of personwant to count his wedding band), Ewing, Bruce Smith and Barry nel decisions.
whileElwayhas two(not including Bonds will always
Even in individual sports, the
carry the stigma
'
the wedding band).
that they"couldn t winthe bigone." number of championships an
But what does that matter? Still,
What people seem to have for- athelete wins can be a deceiving
people insist on making that argu- gotten is that in team sports, an statistic.
ment, which is the most ridiculous individual player can be as great as
Evander Holyfield will go down
method for determining an he wants,but willneverwin acham- as one of the greatest heavyweight
individual's contribution to any pionship without a supporting cast. champions in boxing, in part be-

An individual player can be
but
as great as he
win a
will
championship without

supporting

team sport.
After theNFL'sbigextravaganza

thisSunday,the40-somethingplay-

Look at Roger Clemens. For all
of his dominance in Boston and
Toronto, he wasn't able to win a

the title four times, that means he
also lost it three times.
On Sunday, either New York's
Kerry Collins orBaltimore's Trent
Dilfer will have the tag as a Super
Bowl-winning quarterback.
This is a fraternity that includes
Joe Montana,JohnEl way and Terry
Bradshaw to name a few.
Marino willnever be on that list.
But lookat some of the other Super
—
Bowl-winningQBs Mark Rypien,
—
JeffHostetler,andJoeTheismann
and ask yourself if those guys as a
collective could carry Marino's
jock.

tand

cause he won the beltfour times.
But what many people overlook
is that, even though Holyfield won

Now about the Super Bowl,I'm
torn between whether togo withmy
head ormy heart on mypick to win.

After watching bothof the conference championship games, my
football sense tells me that Baltimore will win in a close defensive
struggle.
But as a Cleveland Browns fan,
the mere thought ofRavens owner
Art Model1(whomovedtheBrowns
to Baltimore) wrapping his sticky
little fingers around the Vince
Lombardi trophymakes me wantto
reach for the Pepto.
My pick; Giants 55, Ravens 0.
And no, I
am not bitter.

Expected

Crew

Schedule
Here is a schedule of regattas the crew
team is hopes to attend this year:
March 3: PLU Scrimmage (tentative)
Tacoma,Wash.
March 24:BlueHeron Invitational-Arcata

-

-

March31: GonzagaScrimmage Spokane,

Wash.

-

April 7: Husky Invitational Seattle,Wash.
April 21: NCRC (North Coast Rowing
Conference) Championships-Tacoma,Wash.
April 28: WIRA (Western Intercollegiate
RowingAssociation) Championships - Sacramento, Calif.

May 5: Opening Day (by invitation only) Seattle, Wash.
May 12: PCRC (Pacific Coast Rowing
Conference)Championships* - Sacramento,
Calif.

May 13: PAC-10 Championships* - Sacra-

mento, Calif.
■
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TOEFL Tuesday!

confidence, pride,

[grit]
and plenty of time
to shower before calculus.
In Army ROTC, you'll get to do some pretty challenging stuff.
Stuff that builds character and discipline. Not to mention

ifyljS uk

muscles. You'll also learn how to think on your feet and be
a good leader. Talk to your Army ROTC advisor to find out
more. And get ready to sweat a little.
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You're invited to
take a FREE Practice Test
Kaplan Educational Center
4216 University Way NE
Seattle, WA 98105

—

Call today to reserve your seat spaces are filling fasti

jflH

ARMY ROTC Unlike any other college course you can take.
3 Year Scholarships Available!
Call 296-6430 for information.
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Sports
Seattle

Fitness

For instance, you
could workout 45
minutes a day, everyday,butifyouare
still eating cheeseburgers and chili
fries four days a
week, your benefits
will be minimal.
Though
this
soundslike common
sense, it is always
harder to actually
apply it to a busy
schedule filled with

classes, extracurricular activities, a

We all know that exercise is a
huge part of getting and staying

healthy, butthereare other factors
thatcontribute toa healthylifestyle
just as much as sweating it outon
the Stairmaster.

social life and the
need to sleepat least
a few hours a night.
But Ihave seenit
being done! A close friend ofmine
has lost over 30 pounds by eating
right and staying active while still
managing tohavetime togoout and
have a good time.
Want to know the secret? Sup-

13

port.

Wherever youcan find it,whether
itis through yourroommate,a close
friend or a family member, you
need support to help you through
those tough times when that creme
brulee is calling to you.
Fortunately, Ilive with three
roommates who have seenit all
and have been there to make me
laugh itoff and take the chocolate
chip cookies away.
They are one of the biggest reasonsI
can stay on track throughout
the quarter.
Wherever you can find the supportyou needtokeepreachingyour
fitness goals and stay healthy, ask
how others do it.
One of my favorite things about
support systems, when it comes to
health and fitness,is sharing recipe
ideas. So this week I
have decided
to share a few of my favorites
fromsomeofthepeoplefrom whom
Iget support.
Enjoy! And keepgoing!

—

—

Ange'sCasserole:
1 cup chopped onion, 1 cup
choppedbell pepper,1/2cup water,
1/2 Ib. Ground round, 1 Tbs.Chili
powder,2 teaspoonsgroundcumin,
11/2 teaspoonssugar, 1/2 teaspoon
oregano, 14.5 oz. can diced tomatoesundrained*4.s oz.canchopped
green chilies drained,3cups cooked
long-grain rice, 1 cup fat free sour
cream, 1/2 cup Sliced green onion,
1/4 cup Skim milk, 3 oz.reducedfat sharp cheddar cheese.
Preheat oven to 375 degrees
Brown meat in a medium skillet,
addonion and greenpeppers, mixing often. Add water and next six
ingredients and bring to a boil.
Cover,reduce heat and simmer for
12 minutes. Remove from heat and
set aside uncovered. Mix together
the rice, sourcream,milk and green
onions in a bowl. Spoon into a 9
inch baking dish. Top with beef
mixture and sprinkle with cheese.
Bake for 10 minutesand letsit for5

additional minutes.Makes 4 servings. Very Yummy!
Linda's Favorite Ice Cream
Sandwiches:
Take one chocolate graham
cracker square, and break in half.
Spoontwotablespoons nonfatcool
whip onto onesquare, and top off
withother half. Freeze for at least
45 minutes in a Zip-loc baggie.
Yum!
Oma'sBaked Banana:
This is a great post-workout
snack loaded withpotassiumanda
little sweetness. Take onebanana
andslice inhalf.Sprinkle with one
Tablespoon brown sugar and a
pinch ofoatmeal.Drizzlewith 1/2
teaspoonmaple syrup.Bake at 350
degrees for 8 minutes or until
golden and a littlebubbly.Keepan

—

eye onthis one

it can be veryhot

right out of the oven and bakes
fast-let stand afew minutes before
noshing.

Crew team raises funds while having good time
DERRICK FROYALDE
Staffßeporter

tends is at least six hours away.

hour," saidmen's varsity coxswain
The events in Arcata and Sacra- Jenny Miller, who rowed 6,113
mento, Calif, this spring are about meters herself.
Last Wednesday, theSeattle Uni- 14 hours awayby van.
Thecrew team is thankful to evAnother major expense is lodg- eryone who donated and supported
versityCrew team heldits first ever
ergazon.
ing.
the team.
Ergazon yousay?
Aside from raising the money,
The team tries to make arrangeWhat's an ergazon?
ments with other schools to share last week's eventraisedawareness
The ergazon was a fundraiser in lodging when the coaches or crew andinterestfor thecrew teamamong
which the Crew team performed a members are friends, but most of the SU community.
rowingexcercise in the Quad,col- the time, SUends up having to get
"Idefinitely think it was a suclectingdonations,and givingexpo- hotel rooms.
cess. We got a workout and got

- "Fortunately,

sure to one of SU's lesser-known

■

sports.

able to obtain funding from ASSU

Between one andthreecrew members at a timetook onanergometer,
and displayed their rowing prowess, just as if theQuad was an actual
lake.
An ergometermeasuresthe rowing distance performed in terms of
meters.
The members would alternate

after 30 minutes of constant rowing.
Prior to the fundraiser, the team
collected donations and pledges
from friends,family,co-workers, SU faculty and staff.
Donations continued tobuild
throughout the fundraise, and
itisestimated that over $1,000

last year we were

'

People whodidn t k nowabout us

fortravel toCalifornia,butthis year

they don't have as much money,"
Tynan said.
"We're still hoping they'll give
us funding, but we don't expect as
much as last season."
Tynan hopes the fundraiser will
make up the difference,as healone
received $200 in pledges.
Crew Captain Tim Raffo collected $450androwed 8,204meters.
'Timdida really wonderful,phenomenal thing. Not a lot of people
canpull over 8,000 meters in a half

rower, and

the team treasurer.

"We did have a lot of spectators.
It was a bit cloudy out, and we
weren't expecting many people to

sitthereand watch us,but we were
surprisedat how many did," Tynan
said.

"Somepeopledonatedandhelped

crew member gives to the team.
All year round, the team practices six daysa week from 5 a.m. to

7 a.m.

One cansee the team'shard work
pay off this season as they compete
against top rowing teams from all
over the country.
The crew team's first scheduled
regatta will take place March 3.

us out, while others justcheered us
on," Tynanadded.

The tentative meet is against Pacific Lutheran University in
Lastweek* s fundraiser was just a T acoma.The rest of\Y\e crew learns'
sample ofthe dedicationthatevery expected scheduleis on page 12.

tTfje ioonors 10rogram presents
Dr. Maria Bullon-Fernandez
Dr. Theresa Earenfight

4^,^

UJohn

and
Topel, S.J.
in

!tf)e touchstone lectures

was raised.

Some pledges still need to
be collected, so the final
amount isn't clear.
The money is expected to
pay for the crew team's travel
expenses and equipment this
spring.
The teamdoesnot getfunded
for transportation like varsity
sports becausethey are technically a "club" sport.
"It's understandable we
don't get varsity funding because compared to other varsity sports,crewisn'ta moneymaker in terms of company
sponsorships," senior Joe
Tynan explained.
"One thing we've traditionally had trouble finding funding for is figuring out how
we're going get from here to
there," he added.
The teamusually rents vans,
but transportation is far from
cheap,as every regattaSU at-

publicity.

got to seeus in action,"said Hilary
Brown, who is a women's varsity

"On tfie living text"
XV
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5434
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Fares are round-trip.
Restrictions may apply
Taxnot includea
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Thursday, February 1, 2001
7:00 p.m.
Wyckoff Auditorium
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Would you like to know more about what RSSU is doing? Well, now you can
through the HSSU Briefs and RSSU facts now found on this page!
ASSIJBRIMS:
ASSU fundsInternationalDinner-The United StudentsActivities Council
(USAC) came to the council meeting requesting funding for the 24th annual
International Dinner. It was moved and passed, by ASSU, to allocate $2,225
budget for the event (this,amount is nine percent
from the appropriations
of,
the
FK
K
,
K budget. 6 year,
total appropriations
s council also allotted nine percent of the
Last
appropriations budget, which totaled $2,900. Though the percentages are equal
year's council.)
the amounts differ due to an inherited debt from last
,
—
Representative create committees in addition to the five standing committees
and one ad hoc "Visibility Committee," council has formed four otherad hoc
committees. These committees will focus on school wide concerns such as
computer labs and textbooks.For more information contact the ASSU office.
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This quarter's meeting times for ASSU!
ASSU Council meets on Mondays in Pigott 102 from 6-8 p.m.
The following meet in the ASSU office, second floor of the SUB:
Clubs Committee: Monday, 8 p.m.
lee
Comm tteej Monday, 12 p.m
I
Presidential Committee: Friday, 2:30-3:30 p.m.
Accounts Committee: Tuesday 6 p.m.
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ASSIJFACTS:
During council meeting there is a designated time, named Student Voice, ,
.,..,
Ut
where
studentshave the opportunity to express their concerns, thoughts
and
reflections to council.
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The following are the names of the representatives on each of the
committees this quarter.
Elections: Adam Ahlbach(chair), Hector Herrera, Angela Rivieccio,
Abi Jones, Matt Sanderl, Carl Bergquist
Clubs: Angela Rivieccio (chair), Adam Ahlbach, Carl Bergquist,
Teresa Abellera, Dave "Crunchy" Crepeau, Andy Farnum, Gayatri
Eassey, Chris Canlas
Accounts: Steve Sullivan (chair), Andy Farnum, Matt Sanderl,
Dave "Crunchy" Crepeau, Scan O'Neill, Abi Jones, Debola Okuribido
Residential: Virgil Domoan(chair), Scan
Teresa Abellera,
Cnris canlas, Gayatri Eassey, Debola Okuribido, Hector Herrera

O'Neill;

The fISSU office is located in the Student Union Building room 285. RSSU offers services such as support to clubs and student advocacy.

Prepare to BattleQI7AP Vl/PlitQ
Battle of theBands is early this
_____..
r
year! Feb. 3, 2001 at 7 p.m. in the
Campion Ballroom. Watch SU Bands I
O A I IIC (~\ C TUC D A
ILL V-/P II1L UrAI^IL/^
battle for the right to call themselves #11 MCdby CraigRobinson,
LICENSE TO BATTLE
a comedian "whois capable of
addi mAXIOM FDRM
' entertainment and huproviding
7 January 25, 2001
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Musical Style (Check one)
Group
Name
Of
allpeople.
i
Q Hip-Hop/R&B
I Contact
Group
Members
Performing Arts
$5 General Admission, $12 for
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admission plus a SEAC T-shirt! Get
one at the door!
I
Free Beer Garden for everyone over
21. Free Pop for those who aren't!
Applications to play are due today
Jan. 25 by 4:30 p.m. in SUB 202.
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ComingMarch 2! Start
Lip Sync.
.. ,
getting your group together!
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Q vocal
□ Acoustic
Q Jazz
Blues
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stopK by
IFor the official rules and regulations
K
J the SEAC office to pick a copy
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up or call x6047.
lof
the rules
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Questions on either events? Please call x6047 or stop by SUB 202!
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Ulanna talk to administration?
Well, now's your chance. You can now e-mail studenttalk@seattleu.edu with your questions or comments. Your e-mail will then be

directed to whomever it concerns. This is another resource that can work well as a suggestion box for the students.
In addition: For all of faculty and staff: if you e-mail newstips@seattleu.edu you can notify The Spectator of news and notices.

The Seattle University Marksmanship Club
Winter Quarter Shooting Schedule
Friday, Feb. 2— Pistol and Rifle Shooting
Renton Gun range
Monday.Feb. 12— Pistol and Rifle Shooting
"
Kenmore Shotgun Range
Friday, Mar. 9-Pistol and Rifle Shooting
RentonGun Range
Both new and experiencedshooters are welcome.
Firearms, ammunition, hearing and eye protection and
instruction are provided.
Shooters may use their own equipment.
Transportationto range leaves fromthe front of XavierHall
at 2:10 p.m.,except on Monday, Feb. 12 at 3 p.m.
For further informationcontact either
JacobFaris, President @(2()6)220-8638 or
farisj@seattleu.edu.
Dr. Tadie, Faculty Moderator ® (206)296-5422 or 509 Casey.
The Marksmanship Club is an intramural sports activity,
chartered as a collegiateshooting club by the NRA and
ASSU.
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Want to do something cool Saturday night?
Participate in Seattle University's famous International Dinner 2001!
When: Saturday Jan. 27, 2001
Where: Campion Ballroom, Seattle University Campus
Cost: Students-$B, General Admission- $10
Who: Seattle University Students, ASSU andInternationalStudent Center
Theme: Faces of the World
Food: Around 25 different dishes will be served with pride as well as all different types of
entertainment. Tickets can be purchased at the CAC,ISC, Campion andBellarmine Hall
ahead of time or at the door.
For more info, contact the InternationalStudent Center at x6260.
w.iivri'i)

IHi:NEW SIJ I'll'BAND. Wl- .Ml- ALSO LOOKING IOH SOMI <> \ I TO
Ml) IM.M.ISM CONTACT LISA AT
KM THI< "KIUHIAWK" AT (;.AMMS. IF IX IMKMS I

TALENTED MUSICIANS IOK

LMBUBCAB9AOL.COM.

Marketplace
100. For Sale
200 Help Wanted
300. Volunteers
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400. Services
500 For Rent
600. Misc

.

200. Help Wanted
PARALEGAL FT+ benefits,entry level, strong organization and
computer skills prior exp a plus.
Salary DOE. Resume and salary
history to:LM720Olive WAY,Ste
625, Seattle9Blol. Fax:(206) 728-5863. E-mail: dle@dle-law.com.
Fraternities,Sororities,

Clubs,Student Groups

Earn $1000-$2OOO this semester
with
the
easy

Campusfundraiser.com three hour
fundraising event. No sales required.Fundraisingdatesare filling
quickly, so call today! Contact
Campusfundraiser.com at (888)
923-3238,
or
visit
www.campusfundraiser.com.

Office assistant in Bellevue PR
FURY BAILEY AD
agency PT/ Flexible hours, send
Receptionist/AdministrativeAsresumes to Human Resources, 704 sistant. Plaintiffs personal injury
228th Aye.NE#208, Sammamish, law firm on Capital Hill. $9/hr,MF, mornings. Job description: anWA 98074.
swering phones, filing and photocopying. Light typingskillsnecessary. Please e-mail resume to:
Part Time Nanny-slBhr
stefanie@furybailey.com or fax
Two special needs boys 7and
to (206) 726-0288.
resume
11 one with wild seizure disorder
and one with language disorder.
Both arenice kids,eager to please.
FRED HUTCHINSON CANCaregiver must be reliable and in- CER RESEARCH CENTER
telligent. References needed
TWOPOSITIONSOPEN!
Wedgwood Neighborhood. Own
Research Project Interviewer
transportation, or bus. Flexible 111 #ST-11799
schedule. Several hrs. per week.
20 flex hrs/wk with benefits.
Call Nancy (206) 524-6213.
Certified Phlebotomist with reliable auto to conduct sensitive inhomeinterviews withfemale study

—

participants. Challengingposition
with little direct supervision.
Research Project Interviewer
111#ST-11839
20 hr/wk with benefits. Cover
six Western WA counties. Solicit
and interview study participants.
Draw bloodanddeliver speciments.
Communicate with nursing staff.
Mustbe able to work withminimal
supervision.
Full info at www.fhcrc.org. Include job# withresumeande-mail,
fax or mail to:
FHCRC/HR, 1300 Valley Street,
Seattle, WA 98109, E-mail
jobresponses@fhcrc.org,Fax (206)
667-4051, TTY: (206) 667-6861.

An Equal Opportunity Employer
Committed to Work ForceDiversity.

The Spectator is where
it's at!
To advertise, call
Ben Stangland at
(206) 296-6474 or fax
him at (206) 296-6477.
The cost for classifieds
is $5.00
for the first 20 words
and 15 cents a
word there after.
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All classifiedsand personals must be submitted
by Friday at
5 p.m. for the Thursday
edition. Pre-pay please.

Personals
Sweet lipsThisis to all my angels:
Musical Mutiny coming soon to
ToChewy,Mr Smith, Jammers,
Thanks for making me smile evThink outside of the box!Ihope a Ballroomnearyou.
and Pascuzintor, #1 is looking out
ery time I
everyone's week is going well.
think of you.
for you.
Pumpkin pie,
Love,Turtle
Hey KerryDino,
What a sweetie. Iloveyousuper
Ilove it when you wear all black
MollyTake
boy,
you're
that
watch
off
muchly!
with your orange shoes. Maybe
Cash MoneyYou're my hero!
blindin'
me.
you'd like to go to a goth club with
pick
-I*ll
you up in my platinum
Love,your secretadmirer.
real.
-CM
To
Dawy,
Cigar
night
hummer.
for
me sometime?
FJ Hearts You!
Hey Women's Novice Crew,
DinoHappy Belated 22nd Birthday,
Way to be like Xena: Warrior
You know whoyou are.
It if costs less than 20, it don't
Redhawk women's basketball ADAM!Greenhornet is upandrunYouare the toys in my story, the Princess!! Lets go for the cookiein
look right on me. Igotso much ice
rocks! WOOOO HOOOOOO!!!!! ning thanks to you!
airin my balloons,the wings of my spring.
you could skate on it.
Crazy Coxswain
guardianangel andthe friendin my
-Cashs
NicCrew team rocks
e-mail.
Isaw you in the Chieftain. Have
team
rocks
the
Crew
boat.
Thank youRedBull youkept me
To Vie,
Hey Seniors of 2301!
your
partner next weekend andI'll
team
go!!
Go
Where have you been all OUR
upall night.
Who is ready to be a coyotenext
come.
lives.We yearnfor yourlongflowWill someone tell me a goodjoke
-M
weekend?
ing
dakine
too!!
your
hair
and
because Ihave not heard one in a
Love,your#l roommate
Toall my Babies:
- YourHouse mates
long time. Iwould like toopen the
Thanks for a great birthday celIs anyonehaving fun yet because
paper turn to the second to the last Iam.
ebration. The beasties were in afIs it time to graduate yet?
Hello to all of my friends.
fect at cheasty!
page and roll over laughing.
Bellaimine BambiMaximus loves you!
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AT FIRST HILL
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1011 East Terrace Street
Seattle, WA 98122

New building 3 blocks south of Seattle University
1 bed, 2 bed/1ba, 2bed/2ba, 2bed/2bath Deluxe
Our apartments have great views of the city and Mount Rainier
The units have washer, dryer, dishwasher, and microwave inside.
There is exercise room & underground garage parking with
24 hours security camera recording.
To find out more about the building and also
the special we are offering please visit our
Website at www.vantageparkapts.com
Or call us at 206-381-5878
The Spectator " January 25, 2001

Not Ready for
the LSAT?
I'm Steven Klein, LSAT
specialist. Fourteen years and
3000 students later, Idon't
think anyone knows more
about this test, or how to teach
it, than Ido.That's why Istill
teach my own classes. That's
why you should call me.
My nine week course features
36 hours of class time with
weeklyhelp sessions and five
mock exams for the reasonable
price of$695.
I can -answer any I,SAT
question let me prove it. Call
now for a free seminar:
524-4915
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